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YOUR 
AUTOMATION 
GOALS



ACCELERATE AUTOMATION 
ADOPTION

Deliver business benefits faster

Make better use of available technology

Free team’s time to focus on more valuable tasks

Rapidly reproduce predictable outcomes



REDUCE AUTOMATION RISK

Secure automation development pipelines

Integrate testing into automation development

Build supportable best-practices automations
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ACCELERATING AUTOMATION ADOPTION

Create a culture of automation
┃ “What should we automate first?”
┃ “How do I include my other team in our automation efforts?”

Unleash the power of automation
┃ Increase security and governance.
┃ Effective, powerful integrations.
┃ Designed for scale.

Speed up break/fix
┃ “Why isn’t _______ working?”
┃ Rely on go-to expert to definitively answer key questions.
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REDUCING AUTOMATION RISK

Security
┃ “How do we securely automate?”
┃ “How should we protect commits to automation sources?”
┃ “What’s the best way to set up Tower for multi-tenancy?”
┃ “How do I audit automation?”

Stability
┃ “How can I integrate testing into our CI/CD process?”
┃ “Automation is critical. We don’t want it to cause downtime.”
┃ “When should we incorporate updates?”



ADOPTION 
CHALLENGES



PEOPLE PROBLEMS

Cross-functional collaboration is a requirement 
for DevOps, DevSecOps

Paradigm shifts challenge the status quo

Automation is a tool of culture change



SKILLS GAP

The gap between requirements and ability to 
deliver is growing

Teams need functional automation experts, and 
churning resources hurt productivity

But often they don’t need, can’t find, or can’t 
justify a full-time resource



FRACTIONAL RESOURCES PRESENT 
A LOGISTICAL CHALLENGE

Consulting firms can’t easily provide a 
fractional resource for partial days/weeks

Teams need an easy and fast way to get real 
questions answered authoritatively



ANSIBLE 
COUNSELOR



ON-DEMAND ACCESS TO 
ANSIBLE EXPERTS

┃ Support and advice for technical assessments and 
automation planning, including custom Playbook 
authoring

┃ Monthly sync calls with technical teams

┃ Help close your automation skills gap
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ANSIBLE COUNSELOR

Reduce automation risk
┃ Access best practices based curated automations
┃ Coach teams to effective, secure automation using best practices
┃ Cover yourself from resource churn
┃ Routine code peer reviews provide actionable feedback

Accelerate adoption
┃ More time to work on high-value business-critical tasks
┃ Less money spent on additional automation resources, training, and onboarding
┃ Reduced time to solution delivery



AUTOMATE WITH CONFIDENCE

┃ We understand the importance of building in-house 
automation skills better than anyone

┃ This team has built the Ansible business: product, go-
to market, support, and consulting

┃ Unmatched expertise in building automation 
programs and delivering exceptional value



INCLUDES LOCKDOWN 
ENTERPRISE CONTENT

┃ Validate and remediate security baselines with ease 
using Ansible

┃ Includes full support, and unlimited access to content 
and updates

┃ Popular OS platforms and applications are covered today



USE CASES
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HOW DO I?

Basics
┃ Decide what to automate.
┃ Set up my automation infrastructure (git, etc.).
┃ Connections—ssh, winrm.
┃ Inventory control, variables, etc.

Deploy
┃ Automate AWS, VMware, Azure, etc. deployments.
┃ Provision my application.
┃ Infrastructure components for my application stack.

Security
┃ Integrate SEIM with IDS and firewalls.
┃ Manage local users across environments.
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ARCHITECTURE AND BEST PRACTICES

What is the best way to…
┃ Architect for scale?
┃ Organize automation files in git.
┃ Automate for the future.
┃ Train and enable teams.
┃ Build an internal automation 

community.

Security
┃ Secure automation dev pipeline 

tooling and process.
┃ Prepare for multi-tenancy.
┃ Automated testing.
┃ Credentials.

Advanced
┃ Plugins, modules, OpenShift 

operators.
┃ Automation governance 

models/change controls.

Integrations
┃ Integrate Ansible with other enterprise 

technologies and services.
┃ Terraform, ServiceNOW, OpenShift, 

Kubernetes, and more.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

I need help with…
┃ Connection errors.
┃ Playbook and Role errors.
┃ Variable precedence.
┃ Looping.

General
┃ Error handling.
┃ Reporting.
┃ Auditing.
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WHAT’S NOT COVERED

Whole-cloth solutions
┃ Requirements that need complex Playbooks and Roles.
┃ Automations beyond a well-defined point need.

Ansible or Tower bugs
┃ While we’re influential, we’re not magicians. We’ll help with workarounds, though!

Modules, Custom Filters, Plugins
┃ We won’t develop modules for you, even though we may recommend a custom 

module as the best practice. We also can’t troubleshoot those custom items.

SOW and Professional Services
┃ We can refer many of these requirements to our professional services team for 

scoping and quote.
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THE FIRST 30 DAYS

Onboarding
┃ Identify named users.
┃ Create/share gitlab accounts.
┃ Share organization chart.
┃ Schedule first meetings.
┃ Tool familiarization (Zendesk, 

GoToMeeting).

Familiarization
┃ Initial Ansible environment review.
┃ Code review.
┃ Project architecture review.

Planning
┃ Schedule team cadence meetings.
┃ Schedule leadership strategy 

meeting.
┃ Identify strategic projects.
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PRICING 

QUARTERLY PLAN ANNUAL PLAN

Direct contact to Ansible 
experts ✓
Requests/month Ten (10)

Named users included Two (2)

Lockdown Enterprise Baseline 
content included ✓
US-based support available ✓
Monthly planning meeting ✓
Quarterly strategy meeting ✓
Term Three Months One year

Cost (USD) $10,000 $37,500



LET’S GET STARTED

Learn more about Counselor

Lockdown Enterprise

Try Ansible Counselor before you buy

info@mindpointgroup.com

https://www.mindpointgroup.com/products/ansible-counselor-on-demand-ansible-services-and-consulting/
https://www.lockdownenterprise.com/
https://engage.mindpointgroup.com/try-ansible-counselor
mailto:info@mindpointgroup.com


ADDITIONAL 
SLIDES



DETAILS
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OFFERING DETAILS

┃ Direct contact to automation experts: email first with follow-up web meetings
┃ Tickets/Issues: Up to 10 per month per org.
┃ Named Users: 2 per organization
┃ Content: Access to Lockdown Enterprise and other content.
┃ Location: Available US based and US citizen.

Scheduled meetings
┃ Quarterly: proactive account, engineering, and roadmap planning.
┃ Monthly: IT, security, development and business leadership team meeting.

Support
┃ We’ll support the automations we provide. Including Lockdown Enterprise.

Availability
┃ 9a-6p EST.
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WHAT’S NOT COVERED

Whole-cloth solutions
┃ Requirements that need complex Playbooks and Roles.
┃ Automations beyond a well-defined point need

Ansible or Tower bugs
┃ While we’re influential, we’re not magicians. We’ll help with workarounds, though!

Modules, Custom Filters, Plugins
┃ We won’t develop modules for you, even though we may recommend a custom 

module as the best practice. We also can’t troubleshoot those custom items

SOW and Professional Services
┃ We can refer many of these requirements to our professional services team for 

scoping and quote
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OUR TEAM

Our team is made up of original Ansible, Inc. leaders helped define, build, and grow the 
business before and after Red Hat acquired Ansible. We’ve collectively sold, 
implemented, and supported thousands of customers that represent tens of millions 
of automated systems while overseeing a 10x growth in Ansible business. In short, 
we’ve seen nearly everything—and this is your opportunity to tap into that wealth of 
knowledge.

https://www.ansible.com/blog/author/justin-nemmers
https://www.ansible.com/resources/webinars-training/getting-started-live-qa


QUESTIONS AND CONTACT

www.mindpointgroup.com/ansible-counselor/
info@mindpointgroup.com


